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Seton Arrives In Carberry 125 Years Ago; 1882
Ernest Thompson Seton was arriving in
Carberry in the year of Carberry’s first
birthday. At the time Ernest was a young
restless and creative man of twenty-one
years. He came to Carberry to join his
brother Arthur who had set up a farming
endeavour just east of what became the
town of Carberry.
In his autobiographical tome Seton notes
that he “gladly said good-by to my father’s
house on March 16, 1882. Thenceforth I was
a man on my own.” His worldly belongings
mostly consisted of thirty dollars worth of
poultry, a twenty five-dollar railroad ticket
and twenty dollars of cash in hand. The
railway trip from Ontario took the young
Seton through Chicago and St. Paul before
arriving in Winnipeg and finally the de Winton
stop. The de Winton stop was about two
miles east of the Carberry townsite, and also
a couple of miles from his brother’s
homestead. The trip was full of challenges,
mostly caused by the heavy snows--Winnipeg was snowbound when he arrived
there. It was a snowy cold reception Seton
received when he arrived at de Winton
station, described by Seton as a “small dark
building alone on the open prairie, had a light
in the window. I entered, found the agent
sleeping in a chair.” Seton waited until

morning at the station and headed north and
west not really knowing where to find his
brother, but remembering that he lived north
of the railway tracks.
Of course he found his brother’s “grimy little
eight-by twelve old shanty, with its dirt roof
and its dirt floor.” It “became the portal
through which I entered into the land of my
dreams. Here I settled down to do my share
of the work, and really live the life.”
Seton had made a serious personal study of
keeping a written journal of the wildlife he
observed while he lived in Toronto and had
access to the open areas around the Don
Valley. He concluded later in his life that he
began his serious study of birds and animals
while in the Carberry area at this time. He
used references available at the time such as
Coues’ Key to the Birds of America and
Jordan’s Manual of Vertebrates. Seton
collected specimens, sketched them and
their trails, documented physical
characteristics and habits.
All of this timestaking research was serving
Seton well in his future careers of artist,
teacher, naturalist and conservationist. And it
all started about the time the nearby town of
Carberry was in its first year of operation.
Happy birthday to Carberry and one of its
special first citizens.
– Cheryl Orr

Beautiful Spruce Woods
Spruce Woods Park has
surprises for us each time
we visit!
On Sunday evening,
April 29th, we found
Marsh Lake walk was still
soggy, but we thrilled to
the distant howl of a
coyote, then a near by
“hrrrumph” of a Bull Frog
and enjoyed the
contented quacks of a
pair of Mallards.

Then as we walked the
Quiet Voices Wildflower
Trail at Epinette Creek, we
marveled that the wild
flowers had courage to
push up blooms with the
ground so very dry.
We found rosy cheeked
Three Flowered Avens,
many clumps of
Buttercup, a few crocus
plus beds of tiny cactus.
In a nearby ravine, a

flock of partridge noisily let us know
we had disturbed them. The quiet
voice of the evening breeze pervaded
our pleasant walk.
– Mame Curle

*The Quiet Voices Wildflower Trail at Spruce Woods Provincial Park was a joint undertaking of The Seton Centre and the Park
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Prairie Discovery Boxes visit R. J. Waugh School
To the Board Members of the Seton Centre:

Susana Danyliuk with the cocoon/butterfly puppet from the
Discovery Boxes
discussion.
One of the Grade four teachers used some of the videos
to integrate into their habitat theme.
Presently the puppets and footprints are visiting in the
Grade one class as they spend time learning about our
prairie animals.
Thank you for allowing the students of RJ Waugh to utilize
this wonderful hands on resource.
Sincerely,
Susana Danyliuk,
Librarian of RJ Waugh School

May 18, 2007: Update on Discovery boxes
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April 2007 the Prairie Discovery
Boxes were graciously offered
for use at our school
For the month of April, as
librarian I featured the puppets
and the footprints in the library.
The theme in the library for that
month was the prairie animals.

I matched
up the
puppets to
various
storybooks.
At storytime
some lucky
child would
have the
opportunity
to use the
puppet while
I read the
story.
Other times
I would have
a short
playtime, where the younger
children would use the puppets
in an open forum setting.
The rubber casts were a big hit.
The students were interested in
how the casts were made, and
what animals matched each
footprint. Instigated a lot of
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Just thought I would keep you posted on the adventures of the Discovery Boxes. The puppets, foot prints, stamps and the
Clue Bag (with raccoon skin) spent time in Mrs. Suggit’s Grade one class. There is an envelope of Thankyous from the class.
They are now on the move to visit in Mrs. Sallows Grade 2 class.
The students are really enjoying them! – Susana Danyliuk

The Seton Centre’s New Reading Corner
There is a new feature at the Seton
Centre this summer. Up until now most
of our collection of writings by and
about Ernest Thompson Seton have
been carefully located on bookshelves
which are in the office/administration
area of the museum. True, each year a
few of the books of the collection have
been on display to complement the
theme display for the year.
This has been appropriate. Some of
the books we have are rare, while some
others are in fragile condition. We do
have a number, however, that are sturdy
as well as being duplicate copies of
titles in the collection. Some of these

books will be set out this summer,
available for museum visitors to read.
Often a visit to The Seton Centre and
for that matter most museums begins
with a relaxed walk among the displays.
Then, after some chat and perhaps
questions and a discussion the visit
ends.
We think that the opportunity to sit and
read will turn out to be a nice extension
to our museum program. Our books are
something of a treasure to Carberry.
This will be a way to share some of
them with interested readers and history
buffs.

– Cheryl Orr
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New Museum Display for Summer 2007

Left to right, the drawings above are: “Spring on Chaska Water”, “The Thunder Moon (July) on Chaska Water”, a Timber Wolf &
“Xmas on Chaska Water - The Demon Dance”
Board members and volunteers have a fresh canvas
for the summer display. In the spring the interior walls
and ceiling were painted to complete the
transformation of the space. Over the previous year or
two the carpet and lighting had been improved.
We are pleased that
these pristine walls are
showcasing our own
single prints of over two
dozen original art works
by Seton. It is particularly
special that these works
were based on sketches
Seton made in the
Carberry area. Some of
them would have been
sketched in the 1880’s, in
the years close to
Carberry’s beginnings.
While the originals remain
the property of the Boy
Scouts of America, we are appreciative of both their
permission to make a copy of them and for the
Carberry and Area Community Foundation which
assisted in the costs incurred to do so. We hope that
these framed images will bring much enjoyment to
visitors to The Seton Centre over the coming years.

We are selling
books & Tshirts &
unframed
copies of The
Laws of
Woodcraft for
$4 (right).
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The Case for Wind Energy
Two of our board members attended a general meeting of
the Brandon Naturalist Group a few weeks ago. Beverley
McCabe and Cheryl Orr were interested to hear the
advertised speakers on Wind Turbine Energy.
Larry Hogan GreenWing Director of Project Development
filled us in on the current situation of wind turbine farms and
their capacity in Manitoba. GreenWing is a developer,
owner and operator of electricity generation facilities in
western North America. Closer to home, they are operators
of the 99 MW St.Leon wind farm in St. Leon. They are
pursuing possibilities for wind farms in areas not that far
from Carberry, Reston, Swan Lake and what they call
Yellowhead. Yellowhead includes land surrounding
Neepawa and Minnedosa. They mentioned that they have
already invested many hundreds of thousands of dollars into
these projects to test for viability and to meet with potential
landowner participants. A mention was made that they
hope to be one of the projects that Manitoba Hydro gives
the go-ahead in the next set of project approvals. They
emphasized that the development of a project is expensive
and risky.
Some of the discussion of the evening centred on the
possible damages to wildlife by wind turbines that have
been cited by environmentalists. Larry Hogan emphasized
that their company invests monies to assess and minimize
the amount of disruption and damage incurred by birds and
other wildlife by the wind turbine farms. At least one person

in the audience stressed that the proportion of monies that
are used for this type of environmental assessment should
be kept at a reasonably high level. GreenWing counters that
the number of bird fatalities from wind turbines might be
around two bird deaths per year per turbine. Also they take
comfort in the fact that wind generated energy is not a
contributor to climate change which if unchecked would
have a more disastrous effect of the population of migrating
birds.
The turbines themselves are huge and heavy. Beverley
made a trip to St. Leon this year and saw for herself that the
height and wing span of the turbines is impressive. The
towers that hold the turbines can be about three hundred
feet above ground.
The Carberry area certainly experiences strong and
sustained periods of wind.
There have been suggestions that there are areas around
Carberry that would be productive for the development of
wind energy. It is not that long ago that certain farm energy
needs were fueled by wind energy, the wind mill that
facilitated the filling of the troughs to water cattle out in
pastures for the summer season. This is just higher
technology in harvesting the energy and the benefits of
technology to collect, save and redirect the energy into the
provincial hydro system. This will be an interesting direction
to watch and encourage.

– Cheryl Orr

Birdwatching • Your Lifetime Ticket to the Theatre of Nature
Guide to Bird Watching:

nicer backdrop for your photos than the
typical plastic feeder. If you plan carefully
and select a variety of plants that flower
at successively later dates, you will be
rewarded with happy hummers
throughout the season.
Using pesticides around hummingbird
The following is excerpted from the
plants is a very bad idea. Killing garden
website www.hummingbirds.net/
pests will also eliminate the small insects
attract.html
hummingbirds rely upon for protein. In
One good way to enjoy the company of
addition, hummers might directly ingest
hummingbirds is planting a hummingbird pesticides sprayed onto flowers, which
garden. In addition to providing them a
could sicken or kill the birds. Remember:
natural diet, a hummer garden is an
if you wouldn’t eat it yourself, don’t feed it
excellent way to attract birds to your
to a hummingbird! (Well, maybe not the
nearby feeder: since hummingbirds feed bugs...)
by sight on regularly-followed routes Since hummers, like most birds, have
called traplining - their inquisitive nature
virtually no sense of smell, the flowers
will quickly lead them to investigate any
that attract them tend to have little or no
possible new source of food. A hummer
fragrance, apparently directing their
garden is also a great way to capture the resources instead toward high visibility
birds on film or video, and makes a much and nectar production. Note also that

www.naturalretrea.co/birding/htm
www.birdersworld.com
www.birdwatching.com
nature.gardenweb.com/formus/bird
www.wildaboutgardening.org

cultivated hybrids often make much less
nectar than wild strains. While you should
visit your local nursery for suggestions
specific to your climate and area, here are
some of the best plants to consider if
you’re planning a hummingbird garden:

– Beverley McCabe
Monarda Didyma’s Love Affair with
Hummingbirds
We know the Monarda perennial in our
garden as Bee Balm or Bergamot. It is
a good plant for the border as it has
bright red or mauve flowers and is
highly perfumed. The blossoms
produce a rich nectar: this nectar is
very compelling to local hummingbirds.
This plant thrives in fertile soil with
reasonable drainage. If it likes the spot
it will expand in size
from year to year. And it requires sun
part of the day.

